Aircraft Support Industries (ASI) announces the completion of the
Maintenance Hangar Complex for Nagaworld, Cambodia
In August 2016, Aircraft Support Industries successfully completed the Maintenance Hangar
Facility for Nagaworld Ltd, Cambodia. ASI Project Manager Dave Thomson mentioned “For
all those involved in this project I would like to thank you for your time and effort and we
handover to NW knowing they are receiving a top class cost effective Hangar Project and
one that everyone involved with will be proud of”.
In 2014, ASI was contracted by Nagaworld Ltd, Cambodia to design and construct a light
Maintenance Hangar to international building standards, to meet their unique operational
business model. The 5-star Hangar Facility will consist of a multi-story 25m airside frontage
x 45m deep FBO building, and a 100m span x 45m deep clear span light maintenance
hangar, accommodating a fleet of corporate and business jets up to and including Airbus
A320 aircraft.
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About ‘Client’
Nagaworld, Phnom Penh is the first and best-in-class integrated Hotel, entertainment
complex in fast-emerging Cambodia owned by holding company – NagaCorp, listed on the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Nagaworld is recognized as the finest integrated casino-hotel
in Indochina, rivalling top Southeast Asian and world-renowned casinos. Nagaworld is
situated in Phnom Penh, which is the capital and largest city in Cambodia.

About Aircraft Support Industries
Aircraft Support Industries Group (ASI) is today a world leader in the design and
construction of Aircraft Maintenance Facilities having designed and built over 80 hangar
facilities worldwide. The Company has the in-house expertise in all disciplines required to
design and build state of the art facilities. These include but are not limited to architectural
facility planning, structural engineering, mechanical and electrical engineering and fire
suppression.
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